
AMELIA ROSE EARHART
The youngest women to fly a single engine plane around the world. “Learning to Love the

Turbulence”

• As an inspiring pilot who became one of the youngest women to fly a single-engine plane around
the world, Amelia shares with her audience how to define their "True North."

• Amelia strives to push her own limits while inspiring others to do the same. While being named
Amelia Earhart influenced her desire to start flying over ten years ago, she now knows that flying
is a much bigger part of who and what she is. In her presentation, she challenges the audience to
discover their identity and passions.

• Amelia Rose Earhart followed the same flight plan that the original Amelia took. This legacy
inspired Amelia Rose each day to chase and accomplish her own adventures. In her talk, she
encourages her audience to set goals and not give up on them.

• As president of Fly With Amelia Foundation, she uses her experience running a aviation non-profit
to identify with leadership, planning, goal setting and understanding a mission for success.

Why Book Amelia Rose Earhart?



TEMAS

• Inspiration

• Leadership

• Philanthropy

• Sports & Adventure

Using her successful world-flight strategies, Amelia presets a keynote that is Actionable,

Adventurous, and Inspiring.

"Those who never leave the hangar will never have the privilege of feeling the

bumps along the way."

Amelia Rose Earhart is nothing short of amazing. Against all odds, Earhart was able to

rise up against every obstacle set against her and become on the youngest women to fly a

single engine plane around the world. Inspired by her family along with her namesake,

Amelia Mary Earhart, she consistently pushed her own limits setting a positive example for

those around her. Her 28,000 mile flight around the world in a single engine aircraft became

a symbol of determination, courage and empowerment for anyone who has ever decided to

seek new horizons.

Earhart’s ability to capture audiences with her riveting story of achievement, thrill, and

determination resonates with organizations all over the world as they continue to book her

for speaking engagements. Furthermore, her message of courage and empowerment

speaks to attendees of all levels, serving as an inspiration that when we set our minds to

something, we can truly achieve it.

Not only is Earhart a keynote speaker, but she also serves as the president of the Fly With

Amelia Foundation, a non-profit providing flight training scholarships to young women

across America. Combining her philanthropic work with her stellar accomplishments,

Earhart shares with her audience how to define their “True North.”



PROGRAMAS

Learning to Love the Turbulence: Creating A Flight Plan To Clear Any Goal For Take-

Off. Flight based leadership training.

When we set our minds toward any big goal, we imagine creating our plan and executing it

to completion. We tell ourselves that if we work hard enough, we will soar from Point A to

Point B gracefully, leaving others to wonder how we ever pulled it off. We begin our journey

and everything seems fine. The wind is at our backs and the view is spectacular. Suddenly,

there's a terrifying jolt. We've been thrown off course by something we never saw coming:

turbulence.

Suddenly, our well thought out plan is thrown out the window. We are now in crisis mode.

THIS was NOT supposed to happen. Which way is up? Who is on our team? Is there ANY

safe place to land?

This is the point where we have to ask ourselves if we are doomed for a crash landing or if

we are willing to learn to love the turbulence.

Creating Your Personal Flight Plan For Success

Through a natural aviation metaphor, your team will crawl into the cockpit, becoming

decision makers in complete control of their aircraft. Tailored to fit your group’s specific

goals and challenges, my Learning to Love the Turbulence workshop will lead your team

through thought provoking, pre-flight exercises designed to ask critical questions about

route, flight crew and aircraft strength, discussions on managing energy burn through

different “phases of flight,” and will invite each participant to discover their ability to become

pilot in command of their own journey.

The best pilots, and the best leaders, are not those who avoid the bumps along the way.

They are the ones who understand that turbulence is a part of any journey worth taking.

They have learned to course correct when problems arise, to understand the importance of

situational awareness and to build a strong flight crew, all willing to make a journey together.

Your team will come away with a pilot’s mindset, a perspective sure to distinguish their



CONDICIONES

Travels From Colorado, USA

Fee Range: USD 10.001 to USD 20.000

ideas and determination from the crowd. Each participant will also leave with a personal

flight log, filled with eight weeks of content to propel their journey.

The only journey without turbulence is one that never begins.

Additional Talks

Around the World with Amelia: The Modern Day Adventure that Captivated the World.

From Pre-Flight to Touchdown: How a Strategic Flight Plan Can Get You and Your Team to

Your Final Destination.

Learning to Love the Turbulence: Embracing Difficulty and Change Once Your Goal is

Airborne.
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